Confinement-guided coalescence of drops in microfluidic devices is an effective means to manipulate the composition of individual droplets. Recently, Sun et al. [Lab Chip 11, 3949 (2011)] have shown that coalescence between a long moving plug and an array of parked droplets in a microfluidic network can be used to flexibly manipulate the composition of the static droplet arrays. However, the transport mechanisms underlying this complex dilution process have not been elucidated. In this study, we develop phenomenological models and perform particle-based numerical simulations to identify the key mass transfer mechanisms influencing the concentration profiles of drops during coalescence-induced drop dilution. Motivated by experimental observations, in the simulations we consider (i) advection within the moving plug, (ii) diffusion in the moving plug and parked droplets, (iii) fluid advection due to initiation of coalescence, and (iv) advection in the coalesced plug due to the continuous phase flowing through the gutters in noncircular microchannels. We find that the dilution process is dominated by diffusion, recirculation in the moving plug, and gutter-flow-induced advection, but is only weakly affected by coalescence-induced advection. We show that the control parameters regulating dilution can be divided into those influencing the duration of mass transfer (e.g., plug length and velocity) and those affecting the rate of mass transfer (e.g., diffusion and gutter-flow-induced advection). Finally, we demonstrate that our simulations are able to predict droplet concentration profiles in experiments. The results from this study will allow better design of drop dilution microfluidic devices. Furthermore, the identification of gutter-flow-induced advection as an alternative mass transfer mechanism in two-phase flows could potentially lead to more efficient means of oil recovery from droplets trapped in porous media. 
FIG. 1. Dilution of SDAs with moving plugs: (a) a 2.2-μl water plug in mineral oil traveling bottom to top through a 60-trap SDA in which each static drop initially contains the same amount of aqueous dye, C 0 ; (b) 3D schematic of a recurring trapping loop in an SDA; (c) cross-sectional schematic of a microfluidic channel in an SDA illustrating the presence of gutter flows around an aqueous plug; (d) and (e) concentration profiles for the first ten traps (450-μm diameter) for various flow rates (0.2-2.0 μl/min) and plug sizes (0.8-2.2 μL), respectively, using device in (a) with 200 × 200-μm cross-section channels; data from Sun et al. [25] .
relatively weak compared to viscous forces, they are not negligible in this range. The capillary where D(=500 μm 2 /s [36, 37] ) is the diffusivity of the fluorescein molecule. Note that in our 129 simulations, we assume that for long plugs, the plug velocity (U p ) is of the same order of magnitude
130
as the mean continuous-phase fluid velocity (U ) [6, 38] .
131
Note that Pe > 1 might imply that the contribution of diffusion is negligible compared to 132 advection. However, a consideration of two specific time scales establishes the importance of the trap and across the entire width of the plug before the plug detaches from the trapped droplet.
FIG. 2. Models for mass transport mechanisms used in simulations: plug advection, diffusion, coalescenceinduced advection (CIA), and gutter-flow-induced advection (GFIA). (a) The basic model involves advection within the moving plug with recirculation at the ends of the plug, and diffusion throughout the moving plug and the trapped drop. The advection in the plug is modeled using the Hagen-Poiseuille flow with recirculation at the ends (from the perspective of moving plug) and diffusion is modeled using random walk. Relative velocity profile is shown in red; recirculating streamlines shown in light gray. developing simple models for each of the transport mechanisms and then implementing them A. Advection in the moving plug closed boundaries requires a parabolic velocity profile in the body of the plug and recirculation at 170 the front and rear of the plug, as shown in Fig. 2(a) .
171
From the frame of reference of the moving plug, the relative velocity profile is given by Eq. (1),
172
where U p is the magnitude of the plug velocity (which one could measure by tracking the position 173 of either the head or tail over time from a fixed frame of reference) [39] .
Note how the fastest advancing (or forward) relative velocity is in the center of the plug (y = 0)
175
and has a magnitude of 0. the effects of diffusion throughout the moving plug and static droplets.
202
We model dye diffusion in the moving and static drops by imposing random displacements to the 203 particles in the simulation. The probability distribution for a particle's displacement after a certain 204 time (t) is Gaussian and depends on its diffusion coefficient (D) [44] [45] [46] . The standard deviation 205 of the probability distribution for a single particle (in each independent dimension, e.g., x, y, and 206 z)-which is the same as the root-mean-squared displacement for an ensemble of particles starting 207 at the same location-is given by [44, 47] 208
In particle-based simulations, diffusion can therefore be modeled using the random walk 209 method [42] : numbers ζ x,k and ζ y,k simply denote the fact that separate random numbers are generated for the 215 kth particle for displacements in the x and y directions.
216
In each simulated time step, when particles are allowed to diffuse, it is possible for particles to 217 attempt to move beyond the plug and/or trap boundaries. When this occurs, we implement the 218 commonly used bounce-back condition [48, 49] , where any particle's attempt to move beyond 219 the system bounds is ignored for the current time step and is simply left in place. This is 220 a reasonable alternative to the reflective-boundary condition-where particles are reflected off the 221 boundary like a mirror-because upon reflecting off the wall, the particle still has equal probabilities 222 of ending up either closer to or farther from the wall. Therefore leaving the particle in place (versus 
243
We note that CIA could be partially due to Marangoni flows [53] [54] [55] moving plug of pure water [56] , allowing the moving plug interface to pull material out of the trap.
251
Based on the difference between the interfacial tensions of oil-water and oil-dye solutions, the driving [55] . Moreover, another study showed that interfacial tension differences can even cause particles to 256 migrate upstream against gravity, from a lower-elevation trough with a particle-laden fluid surface to 257 a higher-elevation trough with pure fluid of higher interfacial tension [54] . In the study by Wen et al.
258
[27], the direction of Marangoni stresses is opposite from ours with opposite results: The moving 259 plug is dyed, and the trapped droplet is pure water. In this case, the dye is pulled from the plug into the trap and along the inner perimeter of the trap in both directions (see Fig. 3 (a) in Wen et al. [27] ).
261
Therefore it is likely that CIA is at least partially due to Marangoni flows.
262
Based on experimental observations, we know that the conversion of surface energy to kinetic 200 μm. We therefore model CIA by a volume exchange as illustrated in Fig. 2(b) .
268
In our 2D simulations, CIA is incorporated by defining a trap-exchange area-marked by a 
272
Consistent with experiments, the head of the moving plug is allowed to travel past the trapped 273 droplet a user-specified distance (or "merge point" distance, merge ) before coalescence is deemed circulation in the cavity [57] . Moreover, circulation must be in a direction that allows velocities 284 to match at the mouth of the cavity [57] . In this situation, we might therefore initially expect to see a Moreover, the closed streamlines in this case mean that mass transfer between trap and plug can 294 occur only through diffusion.
295
To proceed, we hypothesize that in a two-phase system where an outer oil phase drives an aqueous it leaves the trap and enters the bypass channel.
304
We estimate the radius of curvature of the gutters (R gutter ) for a stationary plug, and find that In the presence of gutter flows, fluid circulation can be counterclockwise and also lead to enhanced mass transport due to streamlines that enter the trap and exit back into the plug. Streamline plots in (c)-(f) were generated from COMSOL CFD simulations where the bottom semicircular wall is moving at a fraction of the plug velocity, U p , mimicking gutter flows. In red are highlighted the streamlines in a near-wall layer of thickness, δ, that pass through the trap region and exit into the bypass. In (c)-(f), the thickness of pass-through streamlines increases as the perimeter velocity around the trap increases.
≈W/10, or 20 μm in our geometry. Thus, there could be significant flow within the gutter regions.
311
The thin film regions, in contrast, likely have negligible flow, as film thickness for stationary droplets 312 or droplets moving at extremely low Ca (Ca < 10 −5 ) is governed by the disjoining pressure and has 313 been measured to be only 20-30 nm using reflection interface contrast microscopy [59] .
314
The mechanism we propose for the counterclockwise circulation is that the continuous phase The results are shown in Fig. 4(c) , for the case where the boundary velocity is 20% of the mean plug 323 velocity. We find that a set of streamlines that begin near the perimeter of the moving plug passes by integrating the velocity profile over the layer thickness and normalizing by that thickness.
According to Eq. (4), if the layer thickness is 5% of the channel width (δ = 0.05 W ), the mean layer 348 velocity U δ is 14.5% of U p . As δ increases, U δ increases, corresponding to increasing strength 349 of GFIA relative to plug advection strength. In the simulations, we typically use δ/W < 0.125.
350
When simulating GFIA, any particles within the near-wall layer that reach the trap interface of our model, the additional elements of CIA and/or GFIA are also addressed in each time step.
368
The following major steps are performed each time step in our simulations based on the 369 phenomenological model (see Appendix B in ESI for more details):
370
(1) Allow coalescence and CIA between trap and moving plug if necessary.
371
(2) Allow diffusion of all particles using the random-walk method.
372
(3) Allow advection of fluid and particles, and execute GFIA if necessary. thickness of the near-wall layer of the plug (δ).
389
The values for control parameters used in simulation were obtained from our previous 390 experimental studies [19, 25] and are indicated in the relevant figure captions. Supplemental Material [60] and Appendix C in ESI).
420
In Fig. 5(a) , the moving plug-completely devoid of particles-is approaching a trapped droplet
421
with an initially uniform, high concentration of particles. In Fig. 5(b) , the head of the plug moves 437 We next considered whether our phenomenological model-first in its basic form with only plug 438 advection, recirculation, and diffusion, and then in its full form including CIA and GFIA-could 439 capture the effects of the MPN geometry. In MPNs such as the one shown in Fig. 1(a) , there are Second, note the additional length between rows, which could also affect dilution. In our model, 446 these pattern-breaking characteristics can be included for additional realism and to study their effect 447 on concentration profiles. In the particular set of simulations tested, these abrupt shifts-which look like stairstepping-are 
B. Influence of microfluidic parking network geometry on drop dilution

463
The mechanism causing the abrupt decreases in concentration when the side of coalescence 464 changes is due to the division of the moving plug into two circulating halves [see Fig. 2(a) ]. As a 465 result, dye particles that diffuse from traps into the plug on one side will tend to circulate only within 466 that half, except for some diffusion across streamlines from one half to the other that occurs near the Comparing the results between the basic and full models in Fig. 6(d) , we see that the inclusion the others. Therefore we pursue a parametric investigation to gauge the relative importance of the 518 identified transport mechanisms. To decouple the effects of pattern-breaking geometric features (as 519 described in the previous section) from other possible phenomena, we simulate dilution using a plug 520 moving past a simple linear array of ten traps, all on the same side of the plug and evenly spaced. We 521 then investigate the importance of several major parameters-e.g., plug velocity, plug size, amount 522 of CIA, relative strength of GFIA, and diffusion coefficient-by varying one parameter at a time 523 while holding all others constant (see Fig. 7 ) and plotting the normalized concentration (C/C 0 ) 524 versus trap number. e.g., by starting or stopping syringe pumps and adjusting their volumetric flow rates. We first explore the effect of plug velocity on dilution for a fixed plug length. Next, we explore the effect of plug 533 length on dilution for a fixed plug velocity.
534
In Fig. 7(a) , we observe that the final concentrations in each static droplet increase with increasing 535 plug velocity (and increasing Pe), which is the same trend seen in experiments [ Fig. 1(d) 
541
In Fig. 7(b) , as plug size increases, final concentrations decrease. This corroborates the general 542 trend seen in experiments [see Fig. 1(e) ]. As plug size (characterized by plug length) increases for a 543 fixed plug velocity, there is greater contact time and therefore more time for material to diffuse out 544 from the traps. As a result, concentrations decrease with increasing plug length. 
Basic model with coalescence-induced advection
546
We now investigate the influence of CIA by adding it to our basic model. As explained in 
Basic model with gutter-flow-induced advection
565
Next we assess the importance of GFIA on dilution by adding it to our basic model. As described 
E. Comparison between experimental and simulation results
632
We wanted to evaluate how closely our full-model simulations could predict the dilution profiles 633 for the first ten traps (i.e., the first row) of the SDA shown in Fig. 1(a) Figure 9 is a comparison of final concentration profiles for experiments [25] and simulations at 643 different volumetric flow rates using the δ values that were determined as previously mentioned. As 644 seen in Fig. 9 , the simulations generally offer a good quantitative match with experiments. However,
645
there is noticeable deviation in at least the last few traps in each case. Thus, while our full model 646 is able to reasonably predict the dilution of the first few traps, it would likely yield large errors for 647 larger systems, such as the entire 60-trap SDA in Fig. 1(a) . One possible explanation for this is that 648 we have considered a simplified description of the microfluidic network and ignored other geometric 649 details such as the effects of bends and circular trap shape.
650
An interesting outcome of our efforts to match simulations with experiments is that we find a 
664
The physical significance of this nonlinear, inverse relationship between GFIA δ and U p is that 665 the relative strength of GFIA appears to decrease as plug velocity increases. Since GFIA is driven by 666 gutter flows, this relationship implies that gutter flows-compared to main channel flows-weaken 667 with increasing plug velocity. This is likely due to the trapped droplet increasingly deforming against 668 the trap-exit constriction as plug velocity and pressure differential across the trap increase, which 669 would decrease the available cross-sectional area for gutter flows (i.e., decrease the gutter size).
670
Measurement of the "leaky" flow rate around the trapped drop as a function of main-channel Ca 671 by Bithi et al. [26] [in an SDA as shown in Fig. 1(a) ] supports this argument. In that study, as Ca 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
677
Because of the increasing use of microfluidic static droplet arrays (SDAs) in producing arrays of With a multitude of model parameters that can affect mass transfer, we searched for an underlying 700 physics-based framework that could better explain how each of these parameters relate to one another 701 and affect dilution. We find that all parameters can be divided into two main drivers for dilution:
702
(1) those affecting the duration of mass transfer-i.e., contact time (e.g., plug velocity and plug 703 length), and (2) those affecting the rate of mass transfer (e.g., GFIA, CIA, diffusivity). Particular 
